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Decision Problems of Locally Catenative Property 
for DIL Systems 
YOUICHI KOBUCHI AND SHIGEKO SEKI 
Department of Biophysics, Kyoto University, Kyoto 606, Japan 
Locally catenative properties of DIL  systems are investigated. In particular, 
three types of decision problems for local catenativeness are set up and all of 
them are definitely answered. The first type of question is as follows: Given 
a D IL  system G and integers i l ,  i2 ,..., ik and p, is it decidable whether G is 
( i l ,  is ,..., ik) locally catenative with cut p or not ? The other types of questions 
are obtained from the above-mentioned question by removing the condition of 
giving p (and i~, is ..... i~) at the outset and by asking if there is an appropriate p 
(and i l ,  is ,..., ik). We show that the first question is decidable for D(1 ,  1)L 
systems, while the others are not even for D(1,  O)L systems. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The locally catenative L system was first introduced in Rozenberg and Linden- 
mayer (1973) and has attracted several researchers because of its biological 
and mathematical significance (e.g., Johansen and Meiling, 1974; Wood, 
1975; Vitfinyi, 1976; Kobuchi, 1977; Culik and Wood, 1977; Ruohonen, 1978; 
Culik, 1978; Ehrenfeucht and Rozenberg, 1978). An L system is said to be 
locally catenative (abbreviated as 1.c.) if the sequence of strings generated by it 
is such that after some time a string can be represented as a concatenation of
previously existing strings. One of the crucial points here is that the concatena- 
tion relation should be applied to every stated string. Formally, an L system G 
is 1.c. if there exist integers k >~ 2, i l ,  i2 ..... /~ >/ I ,  and p >~ Max{i 1 ,..., i~} 
such that w n = w~_i lwn_is  . "  wn_i~ for every n ~> p where w o , w 1 ,..., w ,  ,... is 
the sequence generated by G. 
Observing plant morphology, we sometimes notice that a whole body at a 
certain time appears as a part of a whole in some later developmental stage. 
For example, Frijters and Lindenmayer (1976) describe paracladial relationships 
based on the vegetative and flowering development of some plants, and Linden- 
mayer (1975) often refers to the "compound leaf." More directly, developmental 
observations of some filamentous algae lead us to the generation rules, which 
imply the above-mentioned repeated structures (Mitchison and Wilcox, 1972; 
Liick, 1975). These are naturally regarded as biological motivations in considering 
recurrent structures and 1.c. structures in particular of L systems. 
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Mathematically, 1.c. systems are equivalent to one of the simplest classes of 
recurrrence systems and are closely related to finitely generated algebraic systems 
(Johansen and Meiling, 1974; Vitfinyi, 1976). 
In this paper, we investigate 1.c. properties of deterministic interactive L
systems and settle three types of decision problems for local catenativeness. 
These results may be viewed as a step toward "investigating locally catenative 
DIL  sequences" (Lindenmayer and Rozenberg, 1976). 
2. PRELIMINARIES AND PROBLEMS 
We begin by giving some definitions on L systems and then state three types 
of decision problems concerning their l.c. property. 
I f  27 is an alphabet hen 27* is the free monoid generated by 27 under the 
operation of concatenation. The identity element of 27* is denoted by ,~ and 
let 27* denote the set Z*-{A}. For integers i and j, let aiai+ 1 "." aj ~ X* equal A 
if j  < i. The length of x e 27* (denoted as I x [) is the number of symbols compo- 
sing x. Thus, ] a I = 0 and ] ala2 "'" a~ ] = n for n ~> 1 where a i~ Z(1 ~< i ~< n). 
We treat D < 1, 1 > L and D < 1, 0 > L systems as representatives of DIL  
systems. 
DEFINITION 1. A D < 1, 1 > L system G is given by a 4-tuple <Z, P, g, w) 
where Z is a nonempty finite set of symbols, g is an element not in 27 (an en- 
vironmental input symbol), P is a mapping from (27 k){g}) × 27 × (27 u {g}) 
into 27", and w is an element in 27* (axiom). 
For a, b ~ 27 u {g} let fa.a,b be a mapping from Z* into Z'* defined as follows: 
fc,a,b(h) = h and fa,~,~(ala2 "" an) = P(a, as, a~) P(al  , a2 , a~) "" P(an_z , an, b) 
for a i ~ Z (1 ~< i ~< n). When G is understood, fa.a.b may be simply written as 
a,b  • 
A D < 1, 1 >L  sequencegenerated by G is 3(G) = Wo, w 1 .... , w n ,..., where 
w o = w and wn =£,g(wn_~) for n >~ 1. 
Let G = (2J, P,g, w) be a D < 1, 1 >L  system. If  P(x ,y ,  z) = P (x ,y ,  g) 
for every x e 27 ka {g} and y, z e 27, then G is said to be a D < 1, 0 > L system 
where P(x, y, ") may be denoted as P(x, y). Correspondingly, fa,~,b defined 
above may be denoted as fa.~ (or f~, when G is understood), and the sequence 
3(G) defined by fg is called a D < 1, 0 > L sequence. 
DEFINITION 2. Let G be a DL system whose sequence quals w0, w 1 ,..., 
w .... . .  For some integers k ~ 2, i 1 , i 2 ,..., i7~ ~ l, w, is said to satisfy an <il, 
i2 ..... ik) locally catenative (abbreviated as 1.c.) formula if w, = w,_ i lw,_  q ... 
wu_ik. For an integer p ~ 1 G is <i 1 , i~ .... , ik) 1.c. with cut p if w n satisfies the 
<il, i~ .... , ik) l.c. formula for every n ~ p. 
Given a DL system G, can we decide whether it is 1.c. or not ? The answer 
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of course depends on how nluch information we are able to manage. Therefore, 
it seems natural to set up the following three types of decision problems con- 
cerning the local catenativeness of L systems. 
[LC 1]: Given a DL system G and integers i l ,  i 2 ,..., i k ,  p >~ i ,  where 
k ~> 2, decide whether G is ( i l ,  i 2 ,..., ik)  1.c. with cut p or not. 
[LC 2]: Given a DL system G and integers i l ,  i~ ,..., i1~ >~ 1, where 
k ~> 2, decide if there exists an integer p ~> 1 such that G is (i 1 , i 2 .... , i~) l.e. 
with cut p. 
[LC 3]: Given a DL system G, decide if there exists integers k /> 2, 
i 1 , i 2 ..... i k >~ 1, and p ~> 1 such that G is ~il, i2 ,... , ik) 1.c. with cut p. 
As to DOL systems we have the following results: 
Problem LC 3 has long been an open problem (Lindenmayer and Rozenberg, 
1976) and has not yet been settled. Problem LC 2 has recently been shown 
to be decidable (Culik, 1978; Ruohonen, 1978; Ehrenfeucht and Rozenberg, 
1978). Problem LC 1 is also decidable by the following easily verified lemma. 
LEMMA 1 (Rozenberg and Lindenmayer 1973). Let  G be a DOL system with 
E (G)  = Wo, w 1 ..... G is ~il  , i2 ..... ik)  1.c. wi th  cut p i f  w~) = w~_hw~_~2 "" 
w~_i~ , where p is an integer greater than or equal to Max{i 1 , i 2 ,..., i1~ }. 
It is also easy to see that Lemma 1 is not valid even for D < 1, 0 > L systems. 
Moreover, the following example indicates that even if a certain 1.c. formula 
( i l , i  2 .... , ik)  is satisfied for consecutive z steps, where z is the number of 
symbols ([ Z l), the width (k), or the depth (Maxj{ij}) of the formula, we cannot 
necessarily conclude that the system is (/1, i 2 ..... i7~) 1.c. 
EXAMPLE 1. 
where 
P l (g ,  a) = bc, 
Px(b, a) = A, 
PI(C, a) = bc, 
Consider a D < 1, 0 >L  system G 1 = ({a, b, c}, P1, g, bc), 
p~(g, b) = ae, P~(~, e) = a, 
P~(b, b) = ae, P~(b, c) = b, 
Pl(~, b) = eb, Px(~, Y) = Y, 
for other combinations of x ~ {a, b, c, g} and y ~ {a, b, c}. 
Several strings derived from w o = bc are shown below. 
w o bc 
wl  acb 
w~ bcacb 
w~ acbbcacb 
w 4 bcacbacbbcacb 
w 5 acbbcacbacbacbbcacb 
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Note that each of wa, %,  and w~ satisfies the (2, 1) 1.c. formula and yet 
G~ is not 1.c. In fact, for p >/3, w~ can be written as w~_~(acb)~-Sbcacb nd it 
satisfies the 
(2 ,p - -  1 ,p - -  1 .... ,p - -  1 ,p - -2 )  
(p --  3) terms 
1.c. formula. 
3. DECIDABILITY OF LC 1 PROBLEM FOR D < 1, t > L SYSTEMS 
Given a D<I ,  1 >L  system G=(E ,P ,g ,  w0) , where ~(G) =w0,  
w~ ,..., w~ ,..., assume that wn = w~-qwn-i~ ,..., w~-i~ for some fixed integers 
k ~> 2 and i~ ~> 1 (1 ~<j ~< k), where n = Max{i 1 , iz ..... iz~}. In this section 
we show a necessary and sufficient condition for G to be (i~,/2 ,..., i~) 1.c. with 
cut n under the above-mentioned assumption. (Note that n is used to represent 
the depth of the formula throughout this section.) The result will imply the 
decidability of Problem LC 1 for D < 1, 1 > L systems. 
t Given w~ such that ] w~ ] ~> 2, we set, as a notational convention, b,b~ = 
Pref~(w,) (b~, b~ ~ X) and a~a~ = Suffz(w~) (a~, a~ ~ ~) where Pref~(x) (Suff~(x)) 
is the length k prefix (suffix) of x ~ Z*. Let m denote the least common multiple 
(L.C.M.) of i~ and i~ throughout this section. 
The following lemma plays a fundamental role in the discussions of this 
section. 
LEMMA 2. Let 3(G)  = Wo, w 1 ,..., w . . . . .  be the sequence defined by a DL 
system G. For every integer u such that n ~ u ~ p + m --  ij , assume that w~ 
satisfies the ( i t ,  i 2 ,..., i~) l.c. formula where p ~ 2n --  Min{i~, ik} (1 ~ j  ~ k). 
Then we can write w~+~_ij = w~_ij@~+~_i w~_i~ , where @~+,~-i~ s an appropriate 
string in Z*. In  particular, i f  w~ satisfies the ( ix,  i2 ..... i~) l.c. formula for n 
Vu ~ p + m, we have w~+m ~ W~+~--i W~+m-i~ "'" W~+~--i~o --~ (W~--fi@~+~-i W~--i) 
(w~_@~+~_~ w~_~) ... w~_~_)(w~_@~+~_~,ow~_~). As w~ = w~_qw~_~ ... w~_i~, 
we note that the neighboring relation w~_i w,_i~+~ (1 ~<j ~ k --  1) of w~ appears 
as it is in the neighboring relation w~+,,_i w~+,~_i~+~ of w~+~ like "" ~,+~- i ,w~- i )  
(W:o_i~+ g~J~+m_i~+~ "" .. 
Proof. As m equals L.C.M. (il, ik), it can be written as ilt for some integer 
t ~ 1. Then w~+it,_ij = w~+il(,_l)_iw~+ilt_i_i2 "" w~+ilt_i_i~ provided p + 
ilt - -  i s >/n. I f  t ~ 2, then we have w~+il(t_l)_ij = w~+q(t_~)_ijw~+i~(t_l)_ij_ q "" 
w~+fi(,_l)_i_i~ provided p + il(t - -  1) --  i~ ~ n. By repeating this process, we 
finally have w~+ilt_i5 = w~_iw for some w ~ Z* provided p -} - i  1 -- i~ ~ n. 
Becausep ) 2n-Min{il, ik}, the last condition (i.e., p ) n + i~ -- i~) is fulfilled. 
A similar reasoning may be applied to show that w~+m_i~ = w'w~_i~ for some 
w' ~ Z ¢. 
643/43/3-z 
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Before we state Theorem l, we need 
DEFINITION 3. Let  G = (X, P, g, w0) be a D < 1, 1 > L system. A string 
w~ in 3 (G)  is called ~il ,  i s .... , i~) locally separable if w~ = w~ i w~ i "" w~ i , 
! t - - I t  --2 - -k  
] w._ij [ l> 2, and P(a2~ i , a~,_ i , g) P(g, b~ i , b~, i )  = P(a~ i , a~, i , 
- -  ~- -1  ,~- -1  - -  ~ - -  J - -  .~- -1  - -  J - -1  
b~_ij) P(a~,_i~_ 1, b~,_i,, b'~_~) for 2 ~ j ~< k, where k >~ 2 and i~ >~ 1 for 
i <~j<~k. 
THEOREM 1. Let G be a D < 1, 1 > L system, and assume that wu in 3(G)  
satisfies an ( i l ,  i s ,..., ik) locally catenative formula for n ~ Vu ~ p + m --  1 
where n = NIax{il ,  i 2 .... , ie}, m = L .C .M.  ( i l ,  ik) , and p is an arbitrarily f ixed 
integer such that p >/2n-Min{ i l ,  ik}. Further assume that w~ is ~il , i 2 .... , ik) 
locally separable for p <~ Vu ~ p + m --  1. Then G is (i l  , i s ,..., ii~ ) 1.c. with 
cut n. 
Proof. I t  is sufficient to show that w,+(,~_l)+r+l is also ( i l ,  i s ..... i~) locally 
separable if w~ satisfies the ~i l ,  i s .... , i~) 1.c. formula for n ~ Vu ~ p + 
(m - -  1) @ r and wu is also ( i l ,  i s ,..., ik) locally separable for p ~ Vu ~< p @ 
(m - -  1) + r where r is a nonnegative integer. As w~+(~_l)+r is ( i l ,  i s ,..., ik) 
locally separable, we have w~+~+~ = w~+~+r_ilw~+~+~_i~ ... w~+~+,_i~. Then,  
the ( i  1 , i s ,..., ik) 1.c. formulas of W~+~+r and w~+ r have the same neighboring 
relation as expressed in Lemma 2. Thus w~+m+r is (i~ , i 2 .... , ie) locally separable 
since w~+, is so by the induction hypothesis. 
The condit ion of this theorem can be a bit simplif ied when k = 2. 
COROLLARY 1. Let G be a D < l, 1 >L  system where 3(G)  = w0, wl, . . . .  
Assume that I wi ] ~ 2 for any nonnegative integer i. I f  Wu satisfies an (i l  , i2) 
l.c. formula for n <~ Vu <~ 2n -- Min{i l ,  i2} + m, then G is ( i  1 , i2) 1.c. with cut n. 
Proof. Note that consecutive ( i l ,  i2) 1.C. formulas wu = wu_ilWu_i 2 and 
wu+ 1 = w~+l_ilWu+l_i2 imply the ( i l , /2 )  local separabil ity of w u . So we see 
that w~ is locally separable for 2n-Min{i l ,  is} ~< Vu ~< 2n-Min{ i l ,  is} + m - -  1. 
Then  apply Theorem 1. 
As is easily seen, the converse of Theorem 1 does not necessarily hold. For  
example, there is an 1.c. system G such that none of the w~'s in E(G)  are locally 
separable, as is shown below. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let  G 2 = ({a, b}, /)2, g, a )  be a D < 1, 0 > L system where 
Pz(g, a) = b, P2(g, b) ---- aba, P2(b, a) = bab, P2(a, b) = a, and the other 
P2(x, y) 's  may be defined arbitrari ly. Some of the strings generated are 
W o a 
w 1 b 
W 2 aba  
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wa babab 
w 4 abababababa 
% babababababababababab 
The system is (2, 1, 2) 1.c. with cut 2, but none of the w~'s are (2, 1, 2)  
locally separable. 
Let d denote the greatest common divisor (G.C.D.) of {/1, iz ,..., i~} where 
( i~, /2  .... , i~) is an 1.c. formula under  consideration. Let C(O), C(1),..., and 
C(d --  1) denote the cosets of the additive group of the integers modulo d. That  
is, an integer u belongs to C(r) if u = x × d @ r, 0 ~< r < d, where x and r 
are integers. 
DEFINITION 4. Let GbeaD<l ,  1 > L system and assume that w~ is an 
element in ~(G).  For a string c~V~  "- c% ~*  (cq ~,  1 ~< i ~< v), if w~ is a 
nonempty substr ing of (~az "- a~)*, then it is called (~ao~z ... %)-quasiperiodic. 
I f  w~ is (cq% "" c%)-quasiperiodic such that ] w~ I > v ~- 2, then it is called 
(a~e "'" ~)-per iodic.  
THEOREM 2. Let G be a D < 1, 1 > L system, and assume that w~ in S(G)  
sati.~es an ( i l ,  i 2 ..... ik) 1.c. formula for n ~-~ Vu ~p where n = Max{/1 , 
i 2 .... , ik} and p is an arbitrarily fixed integer such that p >~ 2n + m (m = L.C.M. 
(il , i7~)). Furthermore assume that there exist d strings (d = G.C.D. ( i t ,  i.~ ,..., i~)) 
~l(r)~2~ ( ) --" o%m(r : O, 1,..., d - -  1) such that for p --  m- -n+l<~Vu<~p,w~ 
is" (r) (r) • • V*a % "'" c~(f,))-P erwdic where u ~ C(r). Then G is ( i l  , i~. ... , ilc } l.c. with cut n. 
Proof. I t  suffices to show that w~+ 1 satisfies the ( i  1 , i 2 ,..., i~) 1.c. formula 
and is t~it~'(t)~(t)~z --- c~t))-periodic where p + 1 ~ C(t) if the conditions of the 
theorem are fulfilled. 
, , )~m -" ~(~t])-periodic. Since d equals G.C.D.  First, we show that w~+~ is (al  
(i~, i~ ,..., i~), w~, w~_i~ , and w~_i~ are all t~(~'It')~(*'l~e ... ~i) ) -per iodic  where 
t' ~ t - -  1 ~ p -~ p - -  i~ ~ p - -  i~ (mod d). As w~ = wg_~:w~_i"" w~_i~, we have 
(t') '(t') (t% (t') (t') (t'),~' (t') (t') (t') 
g/)io--ii = °~d ~Y+l "" c%t, [cci % "'" °%t, ) ai c~2 "'" %" , 
and 
(t') (t') (t% (t') (t') (t')~" (t') (t') (t') 
W~)_i  k = O~y, OLd,+1 " '"  O~l~t,[O~l O~ 2 " ' "  O~vt,) O~ 1 O~ 2 "'" a s , 
(t') (t') (t')Zcc(t')oL(t') (t'),~ (t') (t') (t') 
Wz~ otd c~+l  " '"  Otvt,~ 1 2 " '"  Otvt , )  °t l  °t2 " '"  O~s 
where 1 <~ j, j '  <~ vt" , z, r', r" >/O, and 0 <~ s, s' ~ vt" - -  1. The fact that 
]w~[>lw~_i l [>vt 'q -2and [w~] >[w~_t~]  >vt 'q -2  and that w~+l_il 
i (t) ( t ) . . .  rv(t)\  z ( t )oL ( t ) . . .  O~(vtt))_ and w~+l_i~ are (% % _~ j-periodic ensures that w~+ 1is also k% 2 
periodic. 
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only necessary to 
formulas 
Next, we show that w~+x satisfies the (i~, i 2 ,..., i~) 1,c. formula. By assumption, 
Wl)_m+ 1 = W~_m+l_ i lW)_m+l_ i2  "'" W~_m+l_ik , gO~)_~n+l_i~ , and w~+~_i~ are all 
( (~)  ~t) o,(t)~ a~ a2 "'" _**)-periodic for 1 ~< Vj ~< k. Also, W~+l_ i lWl~+l__ i2  "'" W~9+l__i~ is 
( (o  (*)... a~*~)-periodic, because w~+~_i~ ~a °~2 = gO~_m+l_i ~2o+l_i iW~_m+l_i i  for 
1 ~<Vj~k by Lemma 2. Since w~=w~_iw~_i~...w~_i~ and [w~_i~l > 
v~, + 2, we have Pref~(w~+~) = Pref~(w~+~_ilW~+~_ q "" wv+~_i~). Thus it is 
show that [ w~+~ I = / w~+~_qw~+~_i~ ""w~+a_i~ [. The 
and 
W~_ m = Wl)_m_i W~_m_i2 "'" Wla_m_i k 
Wlo_m+ 1 = W~_m+l_ilW~o_m÷l_i2 "'" Wlo_m÷l_ik 
imply the following relation: 
[ P(a;-m-i l ,  a~_~_il, b~_~_i~)] + I P(a~_~_q, b~_~_i~, b'~-m-i2)l 
+ I P(a'p-~-i~, a~-~-~2, b~-~-i3)[ + I P(a~ . . . .  i2, b~, . . . .  ~8, b'~-~-~3)l + "'" 
q- 1P(a'~_~_~ , a~-~-i~_l, b~-m-i~)l q- I P(a~ . . . .  ~_~, b, ..... ~, b'~_~_i~)l 
= I P(a'~_,~_i~, a~_~_i~, g)l ÷ I P(g, b~_~_~, b;_~_~)[ 
q- [ P(a'~ . . . .  ~, a~_~_~.~, g)l q- [ P(g, b~_~_i~, b~ . . . .  i~)l + "'" 
÷ I P(a'~_~_~_~, a~_~_~_~, g)l + IN(g, by ~_i~, b; . . . .  ~~)l. 
Again by Lemma 2, a~_i~ = a~_~-i;, a'~_ij = @-m-ij,  b~_i; = bv_~_i~, and 
b~__i~' = b'~_~_%, for 1 ~ Vj ~< k. Substituting these into the above relation, 
we have 
P(@_q , a~_q , b~_i~)l + [ P(a~_i~ , b~_~2 , b~,_~)l + [ P(a'~_i~ , a~_~ , b~_~3)[ 
4- 1P(a~_~, b~_is, b'~_ia)[ @ "'" @ ] P(a~_¢~_ 1 , a~_i~_ 1, b~_¢~)l 
4- I P(a~_~_~, b~_~, b;_~)l 
= ]P(a'~_i~, a~,_~, g)] + IN(g, 6~,_~, b~,_~)[ @ I P(a'~_~, a,_~, g)l 
4- [P(g, b~_~, b~_i~)[ -I- "'" ÷ [ P(ag-~_ 1 , a~-i~_l, g)[ 
+ [P(g, b~_~, b'~_~)[. 
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Thus we are able to conclude that 1 w~+~ ] = ] wv+t_hw~+~_ q "" w,+l_i~ I for 
gO~ = Wg_ilW~o_i2 "'" W~_ i l  ¢ . 
So far, we have described sufficient conditions for a D < 1, 1 > L system G 
to be (/1, is ,.-., i~) 1.c. with cut n. Now in the following we give a necessary 
condition. 
THEOREM 3. Let G = (~, P, g, %)  be an ( i l ,  i2,... , i1~) l.c. D < 1, 1 > L 
system with cut n (n = Max{i 1 , i 2 ,..., in}) where E(G) = Wo , wl , w 2 ,.... Let  
d = G.C.D. (/1, i2 ,.:., in), m = L.C.M. ( i l ,  in), and ~ = Max{2n, ]n × log~ 
(D + R) [2k2n - -  1}, where R = Max{[ P(g, b u , b'~)[ + ] P(a'u , a~ , g)i In <~ 
u ~< n -k m --  1}, D = Max{ll P(Q,  c a , ca) P (q ,  ca, c4)1 - -  I P(Q,  ca, g) 
P(g, c3, c4)H I cl , ca, ca, Q ~ X}, and ]x[ is the minimum integer not less than x. 
Then one of the following cases applies: 
(1) w~ is <i~ ; is,..., in) Zocally separable for ~ ~ Vu <~ ~ + (m -- 1). 
(2) There exist d strings ~1~ ( )^ '(~)~2 ... ~(r) ~ Z* (0 <~ r <~ d --  1) such that for 
,~ (~)~,l~') ... ~))-quasiperiodic where u E C(r). every u >/O, w~ is t l ~2 
Proof. Assume that ease (1) does not hold for a given G. Then there exists 
at least one w~ that is not <il, i2 ,... , ik) locally separable where 2~ ~ u ~</~ q- 
m - -  1. Le t j  ~> 2 be the least integer such that P(a' u ~ , a~_~_t, g) P(g, b~_~, 
b'u_ij) @ P(a'._ij_~, a._i ,_, ,  b._,,) P(a._i j_, , b._i~, b;~i-~j) with respect o the 1.c. 
formula w.  ~- Wu_i W._i2 "" w._ik . For notational simplicity, we set a' = a'~_ij_~ ,
a = a._i~_a, b -~ b._i j ,  and b' = b'._i~. We have P(a', a ,g) fg ,g(w._ i j ) "" f . .g  
(w._~k) = f.,,~(aw._ij ... w._~). This implies that P(a', a,g) P(g, b, b') and 
P(a', a, b) P(a, b, b') are such that one is a prefix of the other, Let w._i~ 
b~_i~q "'" cqa~_ij and set fb~_~ .. . . .  ~(ca "" Cq) = d~ ," d, where d~ ~ Z' for 1 
Vi ~< t. By the 1.c. property, ]'w. ] ~> h["/~1 where [x] is the maximum integer 
not greater than x. As u ~>i6, ] Wu_i~+l [ ~ h [(~-~+l)/n] ~ h (~-2n+l)/n ~ D 4- R. 
Thus we have t >/D.  
(I) We consider the case where [ P(a', a, g) P(g, b, b')] > ] P(a', a, b) 
P~a, b, b')] holds. Let P(a', a, g) P(g, b, b') = P(a', a, b) P(a, b, b') ~ "" % where 
ai e X (1 ~< i ~< v) for some integer v >~ 1. 
( I - l )  Assume [P(a', a, b) P(a, b, b')] ~> [ P(a', a,g)[. I f  we put h = 
I P(g, b, b')] - -  v, then we have P(g, b, b') = Suffn (P(a', a, b) P(a, b, b')) 
al - "a~.  Thus w~_~+~ = Suffn(P(a', a, b) P(a, b, b')) c~ "" %dx "" d~P(a'~_~ , 
a~,  g) holds. In addition, Suffn(P(a', a, b) P(a, b, b')) d~ :" d~ is a prefix of 
Wu-i~+~ . Therefore we obtain Wu-~+t = Suffn(P(a', a, b) P(a, b, b')) (~  "'" ~v) '~o+l 
~t'"ce~P(a'~-i~,a~-i~,g) where A o~> 1 is an integer and 0~s~v- -  1 
(I-2) Assume ]P(a', a, b) P(a, b, b')] < ]P(a', a,g)]. Note that t'>~ 
D ~> v. As before, we have w~_i~+~ = c% . . . .  a~(aa "" %)aoo~i "-" %P(a'~¢~, 
au_i~, g) where h 0 >/1 is an integer, 2 ~< ~w' ~ v, and 0 ~ ~s -~< v - -  t ,  
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(II) Next, we consider the case where I P(a',  a, g) P(g, b, b')l < 
[ V(a', a, b) P(a, b, b')]. Let P(a', a, b) P(a, b, b') ~- P(a', a, g) P(g, b, b') ~ . . .  ~ 
where ~ e ~' (1 ~ i ~ v) for some integer v >/1. Note that t />  v. Similarly, 
we have wu-i~+t = P(g, b, b') (~Xl " '"  O~v)a°(Xl " '"  ~sP(a'u_i~, au_i~, g) where A o/> 1 
is an integer and 0 ~ ~s ~ v --  1. 
Thus w~_i~+, is written as 7(~ "" %,)ao% ... ~sV' in any case, where V, 7' ~ Z* 
and A o ~ 1 are chosen appropriately according to the above-mentioned cases. 
By Lemma 2, we have wu+ ~ = w~+,~_i wu+~_iz "" w~+,,_i~ ~ (w~-q~u+~_q 
wu-q) (wu-i~u+~n-Gwu-i) "'" (Wu-i~@u+,~-i~Wu-i~). That is, wu+,,  is not ~il, 
i~ .... , i~> locally separable, either. Moreover, 
P(a~,+,n-i,_, , au+~-,~_, , g) P(g, b,,+~_,~ , b'~+r~-i~) 
P(a'~+~_~_, , a,,+,,,_i,_~ , bu+~_i,) P(au+,,~_i, 4 , b,+,~_i,, b;~+~_i, ) 
holds for the first time by the samej. We get w,÷,,-i~+l ~ 7(% "'" %)a~% "'" %'7' 
where h 1/> 1 is an integer and 0 ~ 3s' ~ v --  1, whereas w,-i~+l ~ 7(% "'" ~v)ao 
% .'. c67'. Considering that Wu+r~_q+ 1 ~ Wu_i~+i~u+~_i~+~wu_i~+~, we can 
conclude that y = aw "" %(% "" a,) a (2~w~v+ 1, A ~0) ,  s =s ' ,  and 
---- ~+1 "" c~(~ " .  o~) ~1 ~"  (;V >~ O, 0 ~< s" ~< v - -  1) or  
--- ~+~t "'" ~,,' (s ~< v' ~< v - 1). 
Therefore w~_,A 1 and w~+,n_iA 1 are both (%% ". %)-quasiperiodic. Similarly 
for every nonnegative integer q, Wu+q~-i~+l is (~1% "'" %)-quasiperiodic. Generally 
speaking, if Wu is (%% ... ~v)-quasiperiodic, then wu%,  Wu-i~ ,..., and Wu-i~ are 
all (%% -." ~,)-quasiperiodic. Let u --  i~ + 1 be in C(r) for 0 ~ 3r ~< d -- 1. 
Consider any u' e C(r). As d equals G.C.D. (il, i~ ..... i~), there exists a non- 
negative integer q such that u' + xl i  1 + x~i 2 + "" + xki~ = u + qm --  i~ + 1 
holds for some nonnegative integers x~, xe .... , and x~. Therefore wu, is 
(%~ ..- oe,)-quasiperiodic. 
I f  d ~> 2, let f%,%(% ... %) = ~. . .  ~'~. and we have that for any d'  ~ C(r'), 
wu- is (~1 "'" %.)-quasiperiodie where r '~  r + 1 (mod d). Repeating this 
process until we get d strings, we can see that case (2) is really occurring. 
Now we are in a position to have the following necessary and sufficient 
condition. 
THEOREM 4. A necessary and sufficient condition for a D < 1, 1 > L system 
G -~ (Z,  P, g, Wo> to be ( i l ,  i~,..., ik> l.c. with cut n is as follows (n, m, d are 
defined as before and ~ is defined in Theorem 3): 
Let 3 (G)  be Wo , w 1 .... , w u ,.... Then the following case (I) or (II) holds. 
(I) For n ~ Vu ~<~ + (m -- 1), w~ satisfies the ( i l ,  i2 ,..., ik> l.c. formula 
and w u is also ( i t ,  i~ .... , ik> locally separable for # < Vu ~ + (m --  1). 
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(II) There exist p ) } + m and d strings ~1 (~) ~2 (~) "" ~(~) ~ Z* (O ~ r ~ d - -1 )  
such that w~ satisfies the ( i l ,  i s ..... i~) 1.c. formula for n ~ Vu ~ p and w u is 
also ~lc~(r)~(~)~ ... o~))_periodic for p - -  m --  n + 1 ~ Vu ~ p where u ~ C(r). 
Proof. By Theorems 1, 2, and 3, it is only necessary to show that case (II) 
happens when case (I) does not in an (i x , i s ..... i1~) 1.c. system G with cut n. 
Assume that case (2) of Theorem 3 occurs. Note that v0, v 1 ..... and va_ 1 are 
found effectively according to the proof of Theorem 3. If we put L ----- Max 
{I P (q  , c2 , Q)I I q ,  c2 , ca ~ Z'}, then Max{v0, vl .... , va_~} ~ DL  a-a. We will 
find the minimum u such that I Wu I ~ DLa-a + 3. Since we have I Wu I ~ k[u/~d 
by the 1.c. property, the minimum u is roughly bounded as u ~< ]n × loge 
(DL a-~ -l- 3)[-bn. I f  we put p = Max{]n × logk(DL a-1 + 3)[+2n -- 1, 
}} + m, then w~, is (~  "" ~)-periodic provided w~, is (~a% "" ~)-quasi- 
periodic and u' ~> p --  m --  n 4- 1. 
As a corollary to Theorem 4, we can see that Problem LC 1 for D < 1, 1 > L 
systems is solvable. That is, we have 
THEOREM 5. Given arbitrarily a D < 1, 1 > L system G = (Z', P, g, w), an 
l.c. formula ( i l ,  i s ,..., ik) , and an integer p ~ 1, it is decidable whether G is 
(i l  , is .... , ik) 1.c. with cut p or not. 
Proof. Let n = Max(il ,  i S ,..., i~}. I fp  < n, then G is not (/1, i 2 .... , i~) l.c. 
~--n W with cut p by definition. Assume p ~ n, and consider G' = (Z, P, g, fg,g ( ) ) .  
G is (/1, i~ ..... i~) 1.c. with cut p if and only if G' is ( i l ,  i S ..... i~) 1.c. with cut 
n. Thus, apply Theorem 4 for G'. 
4. UNDECIDABILITY OF LC 2 AND LC 3 PROBLEMS FOR D < 1, 0 > L SYSTEMS 
We begin by showing that there exists a D < 1, 0 ~ L system with three 
symbols realizing an arbitrarily given ( i  1 , i s .... , ik) 1.c. formula and an arbitrarily 
given cut p ~ Max{il, is,..., i~}. 
LEMMA 3. Let C(n, 3, p) = ({0, 1, 2}, P, g, 10~-12) denote a three-symbol 
D < 1, 0 > L system where n = Max{il, i 2 .... , i~} for integers k ~ 2, i l ,  i2,... , 
ie ~ 1, p >/n, and 3 = (n --  il)(n --  is) .'. (n --  i~). P is defined as follows. 
P(g, 1) = P(2, 1) = A, P(1, 0) ---- 1, P(0, 0) = 0, P(0, 2) = 2, and P(1, 2) = 
10i1-1210i~-12 -.. I0i~-12. Then C(n, 8, p) is ( i l ,  i s ..... i~) l.c. with cut p. 
Proof. For a formal proof, apply Theorem 1. The following example, 
however, will be enough to ascertain the validity of the lemma. 
EXAMPLE 3. Consider C(3, 102, 5), which is a D < 1, 0 > L system ({0, 1, 2}, 
P, g, 100002) and P(1, 2) = 102100212. Some of the generated strings are 
listed as follows: 
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w o 100002 
wl 10002 
w~ 1002 
w 3 102 
w 4 12 
w 5 102100212 
w 6 12102102100212 
w~ 1021002121212102102100212 
As is easily seen, C(3, 102, 5) is (2, 3, 1) 1.c. with cut 5. 
Next, we treat he problem of simulating any given Turing machine by a 
D < 1, 0 >L  system. That every Turing machine can be simulated by a 
unidirectional cellular automaton or L system is well known and in fact there 
are several ways of doing this (e.g., Kobuchi, 1967; Herman, 1969; Takahashi, 
1977). Here we present a simulation method that is essentially similar to the 
one in Kobuchi (1967) and is suitable for the following discussion. 
Let T = (K, Q u {qH}, PT) be a Turing machine where K is a nonempty 
finite set of tape symbols (a blank tape symbol B is assumed to be in K), Q is a 
nonempty finite set of non-halting states, qH is the halting state, and PT is a 
deterministic transition rule defined as a subset ofQ × K × K × (Q u {qH}) × 
{17, L}. When T scans tape symbol c~ in state q ~ Q, it writes a symbol ~' instead 
of ~, moves one square to the right (the left), and changes tate to q' if qc~c~' 
q'R ~ PT (q~c~'q'L E PT). I f  the halting state qH appears, T does no further action 
and the resulting tape remains forever. (For details, see, e.g., Minsky, 1967.) 
Assume that T starts its behavior in an initial state q0 ~ Q scanning an initial 
blank tape B. 
We construct a D < 1, 0 >L  system G T = {Z,  P,g, w) as follows: 
(1) Z' = KU/~U 9 X Ku(Qu{qH})  x £v£ x (Qu{qa})u{2},  
where K = {& [ e~ e K}; 
(2) w = (q0B)2; and 
(3) P is defined in two phases as below. (We use the notation @~,/3)~ 
P(~, ~).) 
[Phase 1] (g, @ --+ A, @,/3) -~ &, (~, 2) --~ a2, where ~,/3 ~ K. 
When qo~o~ ' q'L ~ PT 
(fl, (qc~)) --+ (q't~), (g, (qo~)) --+ (q'B), ((qoO, /3) .-~ &', and ((q~), 2) -+ &'2, 
When qo~odq'R ~ PT 
(fi, (qa)) --~ 1~, (g, (qo@ --~ A, {(qa), fi) --,. (&'q'), and ((q~), 2) ~ (&'q')2: 
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(Phase l-h) 
(g, (qHa)} -+ A, (fl, (qua)) --+/~, ((qua), fi) --+ (qua), 
[Phase 2] 
(8,/?) --~/3, (8, (q/~)} --+ (qfi), <q'/~), a} -+ e~, 
(~, (/3q')) --*/3, @, 2> --+ 2, ((q'l~), 2} -+ 2, 
((&q),/~) --+ (q/3), ((&q), 2} --+ (qB)2, where 3 e {g} u K, 
q eQ, and q' e Q u {qs}. 
(Phase 2-h) 
<~, (qut~)> -,- (quS), 
and ((qH~x), 2} -~ (qu&)2. 
((Squ), tJ) --+ (qufi), and ((aqn), 2} --~ (qnB)2. 
Now, it is easy to see the following: 
LEMMA 4. Let T be a Turing machine and let GT be a D < 1, 0 > L system 
constructed from T as above. Let E(GT) be Wo, wl , w e ,.... Then Wo, W2, W 4 ,... 
is the sequence of instantaneous descriptions of T with an initial tape B and the 
initial state qo, where w t = Wt2 for t >/O. 
Now we are in aposition to show the following lemma by combining Lemmas 
3 and 4. 
LEMMA 5. Given a Turing machine T and integers i l ,  i2,... , i k >~ 1 (k >~ 2), 
there is a D < 1, 0 > L system G such that it is ( i  1 , i 2 ,..., ik} 1.c. i f  and only if T 
halts starting with the blank tape. 
Proof. Construct G = <~P, P,g, ~)  from T and i l ,  i z ,..., i k as follows. 
Let GT = <2J, P, g, w} be the simulating D < 1, 0 > L system for T as defined 
above. We denote by PI the set of rules @, fi} --+ P(~, fi) in phase 1 (excluding 
the ones in phases l-h), and similarly by Pu the one in phase 2 (excluding phase 
2-h). Also for C(n, 8, p) = <{0, 1, 2}, Pc, g, w,} such that 8 = (n --  il)(n --  i2)... 
(n -- i~) and n = Max{il, i.~ .... , ik}, let Pc denote the set of rules defined by Pc. 
Then Z' = Z u {0, 1, qn}, ~b = w, and P is defined as the set of rules PI u 
PH U P, U 15 where/~ is as follows: 
(8, (qu/J)) --+ qn, ((aqH),/~) --~ qs,  <(~qn), 2} --~ qH2, 
(&, qn} --~ qn, @, qH} ---" qH, <g, qu} --+ 1, <qR, O} -+ O, 
(qH, a} -+ O, <0, &} --~ O, and <0, @ --~ O. 
If  T halts sometime with an instantaneous description %% ." c~,~qnfilfi2 ... fi~, 
then G eventually generates a string 10~-12 and behaves as if it were C(n, 3, p) 
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afterward. Furthermore, note that G is not l.c. if T does not halt because in that 
case w~ has only one "2" as the rightmost symbol. 
Using the undecidability result of the blank-tape halting problem for Turing 
machines (Minsky, 1967) , we have by Lemma 5 and its proof the following 
undecidability results of Problems LC 2 and LC 3 for D ~ 1, 0 ~ L systems. 
THEOREM 6. Given arbitrarily a D < 1, 0 > L system G and an l.c. formula 
( i l ,  ia ,..., if), it is not decidable whether G is ( i l ,  i 2 ..... i f )  l.c. or not. 
THEOREM 7. /t  is not decidable whether an arbitrarily given D < 1, 0 > L 
system G is l.c. or not. 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Locally catenative properties of DIL  systems are investigated. In particular, 
three types of decision problems for local catenativeness are set up and all of them 
are definitely answered. Although some other decision problems may be possible 
concerning the 1.c. property of L systems (e.g., see Ruohonen, 1978), we adopted 
these as both natural and fundamental ones. 
In showing that Problem LC 1 is decidable for D ~ 1, ] ~ L systems, we 
introduced two notions (local separability and the (quasi) periodic string) and 
characterized the structures of the strings composing a D ~ 1, 1 >L  1.c. 
sequence. The characterization may be regarded as a result of a deeper and closer 
examination of Theorem 4.1 in Kobuchi (1977). 
AS to Problems LC 2 and LC 3, the essential point in obtaining the unde- 
cidability results for D ~ l, 0 > L systems is that these systems can simulate the 
behaviors of Turing machines. Though the computation universality of D ~ 1, 
0 > L systems itself is not new as mentioned, we showed a concrete way of 
simulation which was necessary for the arguments in the sequel. On the other 
hand, the existence of C(n, ~, p) is not a prerequisite in drawing the conclusion. 
In fact, we may do as well, for example, with the standard locally catenative 
scheme defined in Kobuehi (1977) if we change the Pc w/5 part of the rule~ 
in the proof of Lemma 5 appropriately. 
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